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I. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM ( 5 điểm) 

Listen to a talk and circle the best answer A, B, C or D. You will listen TWICE. 

Question 1. The talk is about some important roles of ________in our life. 

A. musical                             B. human                       C. music                         D. books 

Question 2. The first benefit of music is that it can make people feel__________. 

A. relieve                              B. relieved                      C. relief                          D. rely 

Question 3. Music can also help people have better concentration ________their work or study. 

A. on                                     B. for                              C. with                            D. in 

Question 4. Children’s __________and health can be improved when they listen to music. 

A. development                    B. thought                       C. study                          D. talent  

Read the passage and circle the best answer A, B, C or D to complete it. 

There are many things you can do to help reduce plastic pollution. (5) __________, you should reduce 

your use of plastic. You should avoid single-use plastic products such as straws or takeaway coffee 

cups. Instead, choose (6)__________products made from bamboo or metal. Besides, you should (7) 

_________ strong, reusable shopping bags made from other materials rather than plastic. Secondly, 

you should reuse plastic. If you have plastic items, make sure you use them many times. 

(8)___________, you can refill water bottles and reuse lunch boxes. Finally, you should recycle plastic 

whenever you can. Before you buy anything sold in plastic, check the recycling symbols. Always try 

to recycle plastic items instead of throwing them (9)_________in the rubbish bin. Remember that there 

are many things that are made from recycled plastic. 

Question 5. A. Then                         B. One                 C. Firstly                    D. So 

Question 6. A. reuse              B. reusable                 C. reusing                    D. reused  

Question 7. A. use                          B. used                 C. using                    D. to use 

Question 8. A. Although              B. However                 C. Because                    D. For example 

Question 9. A. away              B. up                             C. back                    D. through 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 10. A. skill   B. split      C. children         D. finance 

Question 11. A. artists   B. singers      C. listeners         D. drums 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of 

the primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 12. A. perform           B. release                 C. receive                    D. talent 

Question 13. A. similar   B. important      C. atmosphere                D. breadwinner 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions. 
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Question 14. We always divide the housework equally - my mom cooks, my dad cleans the house and 

I do the washing-up. 

A. join              B. break      C. share         D. pick up 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 15. After a very short time, this kind of music becomes wildly popular among the youth. 

A. appealing              B. attractive      C. unknown         D. common 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct response to each of the following exchanges. 

Question 16. Tuan: Can you give me some advice about living green? 

    Minh: _________ use more organic food because it's good for your health and the environment. 

A. I advise you to                   B. I want you to               C. I tell you to               D. I ask you to 

Question 17. Peter: _______we talk about the benefits of music in our next presentation? 

    Mike: That's a good idea. 

A. Let's                                   B. What about                  C. Why don't                 D. How 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

Question 18. Doing chores as a family will help strengthen_______  

A. family bonds             B. generation gap          C. family trees                D. family values 

Question 19. When I lived in this city, I used to shop for _______at this supermarket. 

A. heavy lifting              B. housework                    C. laundry                D. groceries  

Question 20. Remember to turn off your _______when they are not used. 

A. household chores                                       B. household appliances      

C. household finance                                      D. invitations  

Question 21. More people _______a green lifestyle because it is good for the environment. 

A. adopt                         B. conclude                         C. compose                       D. create               

Question 22. In the UK, poor air quality is responsible _______some 40,000 deaths each year. 

A. to                               B. for                                   C. in                                  D. with 

Question 23. Taylor Swift was invited to be a(n)_______in a popular TV talent show. 

A. audience                    B. judge                               C. viewer                          D. watcher 

Question 24. _______by your father? 

A. Did that book write    B. Did that book written 

C. Was that book writing   D. Was that book written 

Question 25. My family really loves Japanese food, _______we order it twice a week.  

A. yet      B. so               C. but        D. nor 

II. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN ( 5 điểm) 

Put the verbs into the correct form. (1pt) 

Question 1. Mr. Nam often (teach) ………………….. the dogs new tricks. 

Question 2. You’re carrying too much. I (open) ……………………………. the door for you. 

Question 3. It’s 7.00 p.m. now and we (have)……………………………. meal together. 

Question 4. We expect Linh (not/come)…………………………….to the airport late as the plane will take 

off in 15 minutes. 

There is one mistake in each sentence. Find it and write the correct form. (1pt) 

Eg: Quiet, my baby sleeps. Don’t wake her up. 

       A                        B          C                    D 

Answer: B => is sleeping 

 

Question 5. This story with tragic ending made me crying. 

                      A                       B                   C              D 
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Answer :…………………………………………………… 

Question 6. Look at the dark clouds. I’m sure it will rain soon. 

                      A                B                         C        D 

Answer :…………………………………………………… 

READING (1,5 pts) 

Read the passage and answer the following questions.  

             Family life has been changing across some Southeast Asian countries over the past few 

decades. Many years ago, most of teenagers lived with their families, spending several hours at school 

and the rest of time at home enjoying family atmosphere. Besides their studying, adolescents could do 

some housework like doing the dishes, cooking or taking care of younger children. These days, they 

cannot help their parents much with household chores because their studying takes up a lot of time. 

Sometimes, they even hardly have time to relax. This can lead to suffering worse health and losing the 

bond with their family. In families with higher income, parents are often so busy with their work that 

they send their children to private boarding schools, and the time these students share with families is 

shortened more and more. In many cases, high-schoolers meet their siblings and parents at weekends 

only. It’s believed that there are some advantages to live and study in academic places, but other 

benefits that schools are unlikely to provide should be taken into consideration. For example, these 

young learners can learn a lot from their parents about social skills and doing domestic chores. On one 

hand, some people think that teenage students prefer to have privacy than to be controlled by adults, 

which may be true. On the other hand, nothing can compare or replace the parents’ affection in terms 

of nurturing their children’s souls and their behaviours. Changes often bring positive results but how 

people consider what is important to maintain and preserve is worth thinking again. 

Question 7. Who did most of adolescents live with many years ago? 

=>………………………………………………………………………….……………...…………… 

Question 8. According to the passage, which types of household chores could teenagers do? 

=>……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Question 9. Why can’t children help their parents much with housework these days? 

=>……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Question 10. What can young people learn from their parents? 

=>……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Question 11. Do changes in family life bring benefits?  

=>……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

WRITING (1,5 pts) 

Rewrite the following sentences without changing their meanings.  

Question 12. Workers are going to build a new fun park in town soon. 

=> A new fun park……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Question 13. I spend 30 minutes driving to work every morning. 

=> It takes ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Question 14. What is the price of the dress? 

=> How much……………………………………………………...………………………….………… 

Make compound sentences using suitable conjunctions (for, and, or, but, nor, yet, so). 

Question 15. My sister wants to go out with her friends. She is too busy.  

=> …………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 

Question 16. Don’t forget your passport. You’ll have trouble checking in.  

=> …………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 

 

The end 


